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Riksbank to Give Insight on Rate Cut; ECB's Linde
ALEX BRITTAIN, BLOOMBERG BRIEF EDITOR

WHAT TO WATCH: European Central Bank Executive Board member Yves Mersch
said policy makers will be ready to buy asset-backed securities next week as the next
stage in its stimulus plan. The step will help “to guarantee price stability in the euro
area,” he said. ECB policy maker  speaks in Madrid at 8 a.m today.Luis Linde

ECONOMICS: The releases minutes from its November policy meeting atRiksbank 
8:30 a.m. The report will give insight into officials' decision to cut the main Swedish
interest rate to zero, and may offer hints on the prospects for further stimulus measures.
Portugal's finance minister  speaks on the budget at 2:20 p.m.Maria Luis Albuquerque

GOVERNMENT: The  and the  joined the  in threatening toU.S. U.K. European Union
tighten sanctions against . German Foreign Minister Russia Frank-Walter Steinmeier 
and EU foreign policy chief  speak with reporters at 7:45 a.m. aheadFederica Mogherini
of a foreign-policy forum.

COMPANIES: suspected of rigging the Banks currency market are preparing to reach 
regulator, the settlements as early as this week with the main U.S. derivatives 

, according to a person with knowledge ofCommodity Futures Trading Commission
the cases. It’s unclear how many firms may settle with the regulator.

MARKETS: The held gains against major peers amid signs of dollar U.S. economic
strength, as currency volatility declined from a more than one-year high.

(All times local for London.)    

ian bremmer
@ianbremmer

German exports to Russia down nearly
30% from last year. #sanctions
Details
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MAJOR MOVES: EQUITY INDEXES

TWEET OF THE DAY

GLOBAL INVESTMENT GUEST COMMENTARY BY MICHAEL GESTRIN, OECD

Volatility Dissipation Suggests Investor Panic a Blip

The implied volatility of the Euro Stoxx 50 index for the next 30 days fell to the lowest level
since the start of October. The VStoxx index, which measures the cost of protecting against
a decline in share prices on the Euro Stoxx 50 index, fell below 20 yesterday to 19.18. That
is under the 10-year average of 23.29. The gauge spiked to 31.52 on Oct. 16, a level seen
during the euro crisis in mid-2012. The Euro Stoxx 50 index has recovered by 7.7 percent
since mid-October .

— Niraj Shah, Bloomberg Economist

Source: Bloomberg

Most Asian stocks rose, with the MSCI Asia
Pacific Index heading for a third day of gains.

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
https://twitter.com/ianbremmer
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23sanctions&src=hash
https://twitter.com/ianbremmer/status/531820932701388800
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GLOBAL INVESTMENT GUEST COMMENTARY BY MICHAEL GESTRIN, OECD

International Investment in Europe May Be a Canary in the Coal Mine  
International investment collapsed

during the financial crisis that started in
2008. Today, global flows of foreign direct
investment remain 40 percent below the
peak levels reached in 2007. At the start
of the crisis, global FDI stocks actually
declined, an extraordinary example of
de-globalization. One of the
worst-affected regions has been Europe.

The accompanying chart and the chart 
depict inward and outward FDI flowshere 

for the EU and the rest of the world. With
respect to inflows into the EU, these are
currently around $200 billion, down from
$800 billion at the peak of the global FDI
cycle in 2007. Outflows are also currently
around $200 billion, down from $1.2
trillion in 2007.

For the rest of the world, we see that a
global economy without the EU is doing
quite well. In this global economy, inflows
recovered strongly starting in 2010 and
reached new record heights in 2011, at
just over $1.2 trillion. With respect to
outflows, the FDI crisis for a world without
the EU was limited to a one-year decline
of 20 percent in 2009.

The greatest declines in inward FDI in
the EU have been from within Europe
itself. Before the crisis around 70-80
percent of the region’s inward FDI
consisted of intra-EU investment. Today
only 30 percent of inward FDI is intra-EU.
This sharp decline in the share of FDI that
EU countries receive from their EU
neighbors also helps to explain the
decline in outward EU FDI depicted in the
second chart.

One tempting explanation for the EU’s
weak FDI performance is that this is
associated with the sub-set of EU
countries that have experienced
particularly severe economic problems
(such as Greece, Ireland, Portugal and
Spain). This, however, is not the case.
The FDI crisis in Europe has been broad
based, with the bulk of the declines in FDI
flows concentrated in the largest
economies. France, Germany and the
U.K. accounted for 50 percent of the $600
billion decline in FDI inflows between
2007 and 2013. Over the same period, 

 Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain

accounted   for only $14 billion, or 2
percent, of the inflow decline. With

 respect to outflows, France, Germany and
 the U.K. accounted for 59 percent of the
 $1 trillion decline between 2007 and

 2013. Over the same period, Greece,
Ireland, Portugal and Spain accounted for
12 percent of this decline.

Viewed through an international
investment lens, it is difficult not to
conclude that what is happening in
Europe is not just a question of being in
the trough of a tough international
investment cycle (although this is clearly
also a factor). The decline in Europe’s
international investment performance
started well before the crisis and
continued even as international
investment in the rest of the world began
to recover. In an imaginary world without
the EU, global investment flows had fully
recovered and were setting new records
already in 2010.

From a policy perspective, the solution
to the EU FDI crisis has three
dimensions. First, investors generally
favor predictable, open, transparent,
rules-based regulatory environments.
This is about getting the fundamentals
right in the region’s policy frameworks for
supporting investment, and Europe can
do more on this front — for example, by

reducing red tape.
Second, structural changes in the global

economy require more innovative policy
responses that go beyond these
fundamentals. For example, as a result of
global value chains, international
production continues to be broken down
into more and more specialized activities,
involving heightened levels of
communication and logistics. This
requires investment in specialized

globalinfrastructure to support linkages to 
value chains.

Finally, Europe seems to be confronting
a competitiveness puzzle in which
declining competitiveness is discouraging
investment, and declining investment is in
turn undermining competitiveness. This
cycle can only be broken through
structural reforms, including policies to
ease excessive product-market
regulation.

In sum, the collapse in international
investment flows in Europe is more than
just a passing cyclical phenomenon. The
appropriate policy responses to restore
investor confidence and revive investment
flows must take this into account. The
canary has stopped singing and it’s time
to sound the alarm.

Michael Gestrin is a senior economist

in the investment division of the Organisation for

Economic Cooperation and Development.
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Upcoming Releases

TIME PLACE EVENT SURVEY PRIOR

7:00 Sweden PES Unemployment Rate 4.10% 4.20%

8:00 Slovakia Average Real Monthly Wage YoY -- 3.70%

8:00 Slovakia Industrial Sales YoY -- -0.70%

8:00 Romania CPI YoY 1.50% 1.50%

8:00 Hungary CPI MoM -0.20% -0.20%

8:00 Hungary CPI YoY -0.30% -0.50%

8:00 Spain House transactions YoY -- -1.10%

8:30 Sweden CPI MoM -0.10% 0.20%

8:30 Sweden CPI YoY -0.20% -0.40%

8:30 Sweden Riksbank Releases Minutes of October Policy Meeting

10:00 Estonia Current Account Balance -- 23.4M

10:00 Cyprus CPI Harmonized MoM -- -0.60%

10:00 Cyprus CPI Harmonized YoY -- 0.00%

11:00 Ireland Trade Balance -- 3344M

11:00 Latvia Current Account Balance -- -18.2M

11:00 South Africa Manufacturing Prod SA MoM 1.90% 2.20%

12:30 U.S. NFIB Small Business Optimism 96 95.3
Source: Bloomberg.                                                                                     Surveys updated at 6:20 a.m. London Time.

"The Asia-Pacific region comprises a
group of rapidly globalizing
twenty-first-century economies sitting
on top of a set of nineteenth-century

," writes formernational tensions
Australian prime minister  atKevin Rudd
Project Syndicate. "That contradiction
matters for the entire world, because the
region accounts for some 60 percent of
global output." He says this week's APEC
summit provides scope for the U.S. and
China to begin to build up trust, and for
China-Japan relations to thaw.
http://bit.ly/1EwkSSE

  Nobel laureate  looksJoseph Stiglitz
at the effects of inequality on the lagging
U.S. health-care system. "With the U.S.
among the few advanced countries that 
does not recognize access as a basic

, and more reliant thanhuman right
others on the private sector, it is no
surprise that many Americans do not get
the medicines they need," he writes.
http://bit.ly/1GKwMKO

WHAT WE'RE READING

 

INFLATION REPORT JAMIE MURRAY, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
http://bit.ly/1EwkSSE
http://bit.ly/1GKwMKO
http://brief.tkr.me/SeekingAlphaEE
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INFLATION REPORT JAMIE MURRAY, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

BOE Forecasts to Support Case for Mid-2015 Tightening
The Bank of England's November

Inflation Report is likely to support market
expectations that monetary policy will be
on hold until the middle of next year.
Expect emphasis on the deteriorating
external environment, weak wage
pressures and a softening domestic
outlook. Beyond these broad themes,
watch out for revisions to the forecast
path of wage growth and the BOE's
assessment of slack.

Comments from various Monetary
Policy Committee members in recent
weeks suggest the Inflation Report will
strike a more dovish tone when it is
released tomorrow. The BOE's chief
economist is "gloomier," one deputy
governor thinks an inflation pick-up would
be more manageable than the reverse,
and another wants to see an acceleration
of wage growth before judging a rate
increase appropriate. The Inflation Report
forecasts will distill these views into one
and, in doing so, help market participants
assess their own interpretation of the
news flow since the last report.

So what might the forecasts look like?
The GDP growth forecast is likely to be

revised down a little relative to the August
forecast — not by a great deal but by
enough to signal that the outlook has
worsened. Largely, the judgment is likely
to reflect the worsening outlook for major
trading partners. The chart illustrateshere 
how outside forecasts for some euro-area
economies have been revised down since
the August report was put together. Back
then, the volume of U.K. exports was
forecast to grow by 2.25 percent this year
followed by 5.25 next — that now seems
too optimistic.

Prospects for domestic demand growth
may also be a bit weaker than expected
in August. The housing market has begun
to slow and by more than the BOE
expected three months ago. Its forecast
was for mortgage approvals, following a
brief dip, to climb back to 75,000 a month
by the end of the year. Approvals stood at
about 61,000 in September, and leading
indicators point to persistent weakness.
(See for aECWB P 53D66E3104700325 
chart on Bloomberg.) Companion
spending on durable goods (associated
with relocation) and residential investment

will probably fall short of the BOE's
August forecasts, at least in the near
term, prompting a downward revision to
those components of expenditure.

Unemployment has continued to fall
sharply and the claimant count
unemployment rate, which is a timelier
indicator than the Labor Force Survey
measure, suggests this has been the
case throughout the third quarter, as the
chart shows. The BOE is likely tohere 
nudge down its unemployment rate
forecast, relative to its August projections,
which saw the rate at 6.1 percent in the
third quarter. This compares with analyst
expectations for 5.9 percent. (The official
data are published tomorrow.)

Yet while the unemployment rate has
continued to fall, net flows into work have
been smaller than in the recent past, with
flows into inactivity playing a larger role
lately. The BOE's August forecast was for
the participation rate to rise to 64 percent
in the second half of the year. Instead, the
rate has fallen.

This will enter into the assessment of
slack, since some of those exiting the
labor market could return. Coupled with
the weakening external environment, the
BOE is likely to see more slack going into
next year than it did in August, though it is
unlikely to revisit its assessment of
historical slack, as it did then.

 The degree of spare capacity in the
economy is an important determinant of

the BOE's earnings forecast. The August 
forecast was for wage growth to approach
1.5 percent in the final quarter of the year,
compared with the same quarter in 2013.
While possible, it is unlikely that this
forecast will be met, given the weakness
in the data since the August forecast was

— as the chart above shows.published 
The November forecast is likely to see a
weaker path for wage growth across the
forecast horizon.

Finally, the path of CPI inflation is likely
to be revised down, perhaps substantially.
This largely will reflect the influence of
falling commodity prices, which have only
a temporary effect on headline inflation.
Given the weak outlook for wage growth,
it is likely that CPI inflation will be seen to
be below the target of 2 percent for much
of the forecast period.

Overall, the November Inflation Report
is likely to show a moderate deterioration
in the U.K.'s economic outlook. That
would be enough to justify the slippage of
interest rate expectations relative to the
August forecast without prompting a lurch
in the anticipated lift-off date toward the
end of 2015 — market expectations are
for Bank Rate to rise in August next year.
While relatively unlikely, the key things to
look out for are a large downward revision
to the wage growth forecast or significant
widening of the BOE's slack estimate.
Either would signal a more dovish MPC
than markets are currently pricing in.

KEENE'S CORNER

Burst of Wage Growth Needed for August Forecast to Be Met

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
http://bit.ly/1wb3yfF
http://bit.ly/11bL8nu
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KEENE'S CORNER

Bloomberg economist Joshua

talks to Tom Keene,Wright 

Scarlet Fu and Brendan

Greeley about how the U.S.

economy relates to China and

Europe and the importance of

U.S. domestic consumption.

Q: $7,000 is China's per capita income.
In America it's $53,000 at year end
2013. There's a vast difference
between these two countries, isn't
there?
A: There's still a huge, wide gap.
Sometimes people in America, amidst all
the economic pessimism, get concerned
about are we going to have to catch up to
China at some point? But I think the
reality is still that China's in a race to get
rich before it gets old. When you look at
those fundamentals and you look at the
demographics, the U.S. still has a very
good position.

Q: Tell me about the mid-term
elections. How does it change the view
forward?
A: Well obviously (President Obama)
weakened his hand in trying to negotiate
with partners abroad. The question is
whether or not he can get the trade
authority. That's the number one issue for
many of these people in Asia. The big
elephant in the room is whether or not the

U.S. can manage to effect its pivot by
building its own counter-balancing
coalition through a trade agreement and
closer economic integration in the Pacific
region. The whole point is to create a
counter-balance, a coalition on the U.S.
side rather than letting China push people
around.

Q: Is extra bank credit going to fix the
problem in Europe?
A: Well the issue is you've got to clean up
the banking system, absolutely. And in
the U.S. what we're fortunate in is … we
did clean up the banks relatively quickly.
We had the TARP; we had credible stress
tests in 2009. How many years did it take
the Europeans to come up with credible
stress tests?

Q: Do we still have credible stress
tests in Europe?
A: That's the question right? They only
just got any kind of unified banking
regulation.

Q: How does an economist like you 
adapt your U.S. view given the
disinflation and low rates we see in
Europe?
A: Well the reality is that the U.S. is
actually a relatively closed economy. So a
lot of it comes back to what's going on
here in our own house. And what's going
on, remember two-thirds of our economy
is still U.S. consumption.

Q: You look at the American economy 
now into next year and there's a weight

 of Europe to it. We're still linked to
 them aren't we? I mean Janet Yellen's

in Paris.
A: We are linked to them but not as much
as some people are afraid of. But one
point I wanted to get to, about what
consumers aren't spending on, they're not
spending on houses. So they can afford
some of these cheaper products because
we do have great, incredible product
innovation in the U.S. What we don't have
is the income growth that's going to
support buying major assets.

Q: What's the correlation of gold to
disinflation, inflation dynamics? Is it
one-third of the price, quarter of the
price? Is it the whole kit and
caboodle?
A: I think gold is more of a sentiment play
on central banks and soft currency.

Q: There's a news item on a
referendum planned for November 30
in Switzerland. They want to hold 20
percent of central bank reserves
in gold.
A: It sounds like the nation as a whole is
going short the euro. That's effectively
what they're doing by buying gold. And it's
a simple thing. It's intuitive for the
consumer, for laymen to grab onto.

This interview has been edited and condensed.
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